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MEET JOE: 

 
Joe Fitzpatrick graduated from The University of Nevada, Las Vegas in 1985 and began his 
career with Coldwell Banker in Margate, Florida, listing and selling real estate. Joe went on to 
manage the North Miami office and opened Century 21 Fitzpatrick Realty with family.  The firm 
became the top-ranked Century 21 company in Broward County, Florida. 
  
In 1991, Joe returned to Las Vegas where he began teaching and authoring real estate 
courses. He also continued on as Vice-President of Century 21 MoneyWorld, which was 
consistently ranked among the top 10 Century 21 firms in the world where he led the education division among 
other duties. 
  
Joe has authored and published over 30 real estate licensing textbooks and courses available on Amazon.com 
and which have been approved for utilization in several states.  He made a few stops along the way including 
being the Education Director at LVR.  You may recognize his voice from other online sites.  Living through 
sellers' markets and buyer's markets, Joe has experienced interest rate fluctuations of 17.5% and 2%.  He 
knows what it takes to stay successful in the business no matter what the market conditions may be. 
  
In 2021, Joe opened Fitzpatrick Real Estate School and continues to practice real estate in addition to his 
other responsibilities.  We trust you will find Mr. Fitzpatrick’s courses to be informative, interesting, and 
entertaining too. 
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HOW IT WORKS 

The student participant must:  

• view all 3 hours of the video presentation (links are located on the website under the Internet 
course title). 

• direct attention to the instruction being provided and refrain from engaging in activities unrelated 
to the instruction and distracting. 

• complete the “Online Video Worksheet” included in the course outline as you view the 
presentation, filling in the 10 Checkpoints as they are displayed throughout the videos.  

• take the 10-question quiz found in the outline. 

• complete the course evaluation upon the conclusion of the course. 

• submit the (1) Quiz answers, (2) Online View Worksheet, and the (3) Course Evaluation using 
the links provided directly above the 3 videos. 

• obtain score of 80% or more on the quiz and a score of 80% must be obtained on the Online 
Video Worksheet.  A student, who tries to skip through the course and not devote the required 3 
hours, will not pass.  The answers for the worksheet are sprinkled throughout the presentation. 

• With a passing score on the quiz and worksheet, along with the submitted evaluation, a 
certificate will be emailed to you promptly. 
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ONLINE VIDEO WORKSHEET 
 
The Nevada Real Estate Division, on behalf of the Commission, holds CE course sponsors such as Fitzpatrick 
Real Estate School accountable for the following regarding online/distance learning courses: 
 

• verify that students watch the complete three-hour presentation and spend the three hours required to 
earn a three-hour certificate; 

• verify that students did not start the presentation and leave the presentation to run on its own without 
the student viewing it; 

• evaluate the student mastery of the material; 
• provide the student with support services and interaction; 
• having a method to assess student performance during instruction. 

 
To accomplish these goals, we have developed this “Online Video Worksheet” to accompany the videos we 
use to teach CE courses online. Throughout the videos, have embedded “checkpoints” that will prompt you to 
fill in the answers below. 
 
In order to receive credit for the online course, you must answer the checkpoints correctly with a score of 80% 
and submit using the Online Video Worksheet link located above the three videos.   
 
CHECKPOINT #1:  _____________________________________________________________ 
 
CHECKPOINT #2:  _____________________________________________________________ 
 
CHECKPOINT #3:  _____________________________________________________________ 
 
CHECKPOINT #4:  _____________________________________________________________ 
 
CHECKPOINT #5:  _____________________________________________________________ 
 
CHECKPOINT #6:  _____________________________________________________________ 
 
CHECKPOINT #7:  _____________________________________________________________ 
 
CHECKPOINT #8:  _____________________________________________________________ 
 
CHECKPOINT #9:  _____________________________________________________________ 
 
CHECKPOINT #10: _____________________________________________________________ 
 
Student Name:  _____________________________________     Date:  _____________________ 
 
Course Title:  Ethical Decision Making 
 
PLEASE SUBMIT USING THE LINK ABOVE THE 3 VIDEOS. 
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COURSE OBJECTIVES:   

• help us become aware of personal values and principles 
• examine our own ethical standards and how we would behave in an ethical dilemma 
• strengthen our ethical decision-making skills 
• apply Nevada licensing laws pertaining to what we can and can’t disclose as well as what we 

must and are not obligated to disclose 
 

I. ETHICAL DILEMMAS 
 

• Licensees get in trouble, because: 
• not aware of laws, regulations, and rules they violated 
• were aware, and violated them knowingly 
• were aware, but poor decision making led to bad outcomes 

 
• What stops us from doing what’s right? 

• lack ability or competence 
• cannot resist temptation 
• peer pressure 
• bad habits 

 
• Consequences of Unethical Behavior 

• Criminal charges and/or fines 
• Lawsuits 
• Ruined careers 
• Injured reputation 
• Fraud and scandals 

 
• EXAMPLE 1:  Bad Heater 

 
• Signs You’re Facing an Ethical Dilemma 

• using words like 
• right or wrong 
• values 
• conflict of interest 

• will anyone be harmed? 
• is that fair? 
• something feels wrong 
• I’m torn. 
• I worry what others will think. 
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• EXAMPLE 2: Minority Couple 
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II. ETHICS, VALUES, AND MORALS 
 

• Are there distinctions between ethics, values and morals? 
• Or, are they all interchangeable? 
• Some sources say there are differences. 

• Ethics:  the discipline dealing with what is good and bad and with moral duty and 
obligation;  the principles of conduct governing an individual or a group 

• Values: a person's principles or standards of behavior; one's judgment of what is 
important in life 

• Morals:  what you think is right vs. wrong  
• For our purposes, can we agree they all influence the right or wrong thing to do? 

 
• Where do our values come from? 

• parents 
• religion/spiritual leaders 
• schoolteachers 
• leaders (business, entertainment, government, sports) 
• media 
• friends 
• our culture 

 
• EXAMPLE 3:  Heinz’s Dilemma 

• A woman was on her deathbed. There was one drug that the doctors thought might 
save her. It was a form of radium that a druggist in the same town had recently 
discovered. The drug was expensive to make, but the druggist was charging ten times 
what the drug cost him to produce. He paid $200 for the radium and charged $2,000 for 
a small dose of the drug. The sick woman's husband, Heinz, went to everyone he knew 
to borrow the money, but he could only get together about $1,000 which is half of what it 
cost. He told the druggist that his wife was dying and asked him to sell it cheaper or let 
him pay later. But the druggist said: “No, I discovered the drug and I'm going to make 
money from it.” So, Heinz got desperate and broke into the man's laboratory to steal the 
drug for his wife. Should Heinz have broken into the laboratory to steal the drug for his 
wife? Why or why not? 
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III. Ethical Decision Making 
 

• sometimes, it’s not about clear-cut right and wrong decisions 
• choosing "lesser of two evils“ 
• ethical decision-making is based on core character values like: 

• trustworthiness 
• respect 
• responsibility 
• fairness 
• caring 
• good citizenship 

 
The process of making ethical decisions requires: 

• Commitment: The desire to do the right thing regardless of the cost 
• Conscientiouness: The awareness to act consistently and apply moral convictions to daily 

behavior 
• Competency: The ability to collect and evaluate information, develop alternatives, and foresee 

potential consequences and risks 
 

• Before making a difficult decision, consider asking yourself the following questions to see if you 
are on ethical thin ice. 

• Does your decision conflict with any of the core ethical values? 
• Think of someone whose moral judgment you respect. What would that person do? 
• How will your decision affect others? 
• Ask yourself: Are my actions legal? 
• Are there regulations, rules, or policies that restrict your choices/ actions? 
• Would your decision be perceived as unethical? 
• How would your decision look if it were reported on the news or in another public 

forum? 
• What would a reasonable person do? How would they perceive your decision? 
• Would you be proud of your choice if your child were to find out? Would you want them 

to make the same choice? 
• Could you rationally and honestly defend your decision? 
• Will you sleep soundly tonight? 
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• You might also consider: 
• Which option produces the most good and the least harm? 
• Which option best respects the rights of all who are affected? 
• Which option best treats people equally or fairly? 
• Which option best serves the community as a whole, the common good? 
• Which option leads me to act as the kind of person I want to be, a virtuous person? 

 
• EXAMPLE 4: Sex Offender 
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IV. Nevada Licensing Law on Material and Relevant Facts 
 

• NRS 645.254  Additional duties of licensee entering into brokerage agreement… 
 5.  Shall disclose to the client material facts of which the licensee has knowledge 

concerning the transaction; 
 
• NAC 645.605  Considerations in determining certain misconduct by licensee.  
 10.  Has acquired knowledge of all material facts that are reasonably ascertainable and 

are of customary or express concern and has conveyed that knowledge to the parties to the 
real estate transaction. 

 
• Nevada Law and Reference Guide 

• A “stigmatized” property is a property considered “damaged” because of an event 
that occurred there; for example, a murder.  

• Generally, it does not refer to actual physical damage or a property defect. 
 

• EXAMPLE 5:  Suicide in the Kitchen 
 

• EXAMPLE 6: Power Lines 
 

• Must I Disclose? 
 
• Death In the House  
• Murder 
• Occupant had AIDS 
• Suicide 
• Sex Offender in the Neighborhood 
• Pig Farm 
• Haunting 

• Meth Lab 
• Crime Rate 
• Lead Paint 
• Demographics 
• Schools 
• Families 

 
 
 
 

V. Ethics Complaints 
 

• If you believe that a REALTOR® has violated one or more Articles of the Code of 
Ethics, you can file an ethics complaint. 

• through the local association of REALTORS® 
• “Before You File an Ethics Complaint” Brochure 

• takes you through the process 
• encourages communication before going through the arbitration 
• consider using Association’s mediation process first 
• Association will determine if there is a violation of the Code of Ethics (not 

the law) 
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• complaint will be reviewed by chosen members of the Grievance 
Committee; looking for support of cited violation of the Code 

• committee can dismiss or forward for a hearing (Hearing Panel); not a 
conclusion of guilt 

• witnesses and counsel should be available on the day of the hearing 
• Hearing Panel will render a decision 
• procedures in place for appeal 

• Possible discipline: 
• attendance at relevant education session(s) or course 
• fine of $15,000 or less 
• suspension for six (6) months or less 
• any combination of the above 
• termination of membership for up to three (3) years 

 
• EXAMPLE 7:  Sample Ethics Complaint – Equal Professional Services 

A minority couple called on REALTOR® A and expressed interest in purchasing a home in the 
$390,000 to $435,000 price range with at least three bedrooms, a large lot, and located in the 
Cedar Ridge area of town. Being familiar with Cedar Ridge through handling of numerous 
listings in that area, REALTOR® A explained that houses in Cedar Ridge generally sold in the 
price range from $540,000 to $660,000. The couple thereafter indicated that they would then 
like to see “what was available” within their budget. After further discussion with the couple 
concerning their financial circumstances and the maximum price range they could afford, the 
lender concluded that the couple could not afford more than $412,500 as an absolute 
maximum. The couple was then shown homes which met the criteria they had described to 
REALTOR® A. However, although REALTOR® A discussed with the couple the amenities and 
assets of each of the properties shown to them, they expressed no interest in any of the 
properties shown. A few days later, the minority couple filed charges with the Professional 
Standards Administrator of the Association, charging REALTOR® A with a violation of the 
Code Ethics, alleging that REALTOR® A had violated the Article by an alleged act of racial 
steering in his service to the minority couple. 

At the hearing, the complainants elaborated upon their charge of the alleged racial steering by 
REALTOR® A, telling the Hearing Panel that they had specifically expressed an interest in 
purchasing a home in the Cedar Ridge area, but were not shown any homes in Cedar Ridge. 
REALTOR® A responded by producing e-mail records documenting the housing preference of 
the couple as they had described it to him, including price range and demonstrating that he 
had shown them a number of listings that met the requirements as expressed by them, 
although admittedly none of the properties shown were located in Cedar Ridge. However, 
REALTOR® A explained that he had advised the couple that there were no listings available in 
Cedar Ridge falling within their budget. Further, REALTOR® A produced listing and sales 
information concerning numerous homes in Cedar Ridge which confirmed an average sales 
price of $540,000 to $660,000. REALTOR® A told the Hearing Panel that he had, in fact, 
offered equal professional service to the minority couple by showing them properties which 
met the criteria they had presented to him. He pointed out to the Hearing Panel that the couple 
was charging him with “racial steering” which presumably they were relating to the denial of 
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equal professional service. REALTOR® A stated, “If there were listings in Cedar Ridge in the 
$390,000 to $435,000 price range with at least three bedrooms and a large lot, and I had 
refused to show them such listings, then they might have a point in their charge. But there are 
no such listings available now, nor have there been at any time since the original development 
of the Cedar Ridge area five years ago. I could not show them what did not and does not exist. 

Articles? 

Standards of Practice? 

Guilty or Not Guilty 
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VI. Mock Hearing:  Ethics 

VII. Example 8:  Case Study – Fidelity to the Client  

VIII. Quiz/Conclusion     
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QUIZ 

1. Consequences of unethical behavior include: 
 

A. Criminal charges and/or fines 
B. Lawsuits 
C. Ruined careers 
D. All of the above 

 
2. A defect in the subject property that could negatively affect the value or desirability is known as 

a: 

 A. latent defect. 
 B. patent defect. 
 C. material fact. 
 D. stigma 
 
3. Ethical decision-making is based on core character values like: 

A. trustworthiness 
B. respect 
C. responsibility 
D. All of the above 

 
4. An example of a stigmatized property would be one where: 
 

A. the roof leaks. 
B. there was a murder. 
C. meth was manufactured. 
D. the HVAC is inoperative. 

 
5. TRUE OR FALSE:  The fact that there is a registered sex offender living next door to the 

subject property is a material fact. 
 

A. True 
B. False 

 
6. TRUE OR FALSE:  The fact that there is radon gas present in the subject property is a 

material fact. 
 

A. True 
B. False 
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7. It is required that the licensee provide the federal lead-based paint disclosure for all homes 
built prior to: 

 
A. 1978 
B. 1981 
C. 1984 
D. 1990 

 
8. Possible disciplinary action from the association of REALTORS includes: 

A. attendance at relevant education session(s) or course 
B. fine of $15,000 or less 
C. suspension for six (6) months or less 
D. All of the above 

 
9. Each two-year license renewal period, a minimum of ___ hours of ethics continuing education 

is required. 
 

a. 3 
b. 6 

 
10. Must you disclose your knowledge that a suicide occurred in the property? 
 

a. Yes 
b. No 

 
 
 
PLEASE SUBMIT USING THE LINK ABOVE THE 3 VIDEOS. 
PLEASE ALSO SUBMIT YOUR COURSE EVALUATION. 
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